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Cellular patterning and dislocation bundling as structures of
dislocation dynamics in as-grown crystals and epitaxial layers are reviewed. Selected examples of multicrystalline (mc)
silicon, III-V and II-VI compounds are presented. The origins
of often overlaid dislocation networks varying by the cell
scale and cell wall design are reported. The introduction in
selected phenomenological fundamentals shows that dynamical polygonization basing on dislocation glide cannot
be the only possible formation process. Even at high temperatures the point defect assisted climb plays a decisional
role in the dislocation dynamics. Dissipative structuring via
non-equilibrium thermodynamics is considered. Reduction
of thermo-mechanical stress and control of stoichiometry
are practical counter measures. Special attention is paid to
the dislocation banding and their pile-up at grain boundaries leading to dislocation bunching. On the other hand at
heteroepitaxial processes the controlled banding of dislocations is used to grow out them laterally. Further, second
phase inclusions are responsible for dislocation accumulations. Their incorporation must be avoided by good mixing of the fluid phase and composition control. The required
bridge intensification between crystal growers and metal
physicists as well as the need of in situ experiments and advanced numeric modeling is underlined.

growth and epitaxy one of the key challenges for the
crystal growers proves to be the reduction and even
prevention of dislocations. But the efforts are accompanied by certain principal problems. At bulk growth
the dislocation generation and multiplication is closely
linked to inevitable thermo-mechanical stresses within
the growing crystal caused by the interaction between required temperature gradients and crystal geometry that
leads to characteristic inhomogeneous temperature distributions. In epitaxial systems the dislocation appearance is mainly attributed to the quasi unalterable compositionally induced mechanical stress situation. Thus,
in most single crystalline crystals and epitaxial layers
dislocations can be never avoided completely.1 Further,
the presented dislocations do not remain in a homogeneous arrangement but rather tend to form specific patterns and clusters, such as cellular structures and features of bunching (bundles, gnarls, tangles, veins), conflicting markedly with aimed parameter uniformity. Such
situation results in the special task of dislocation engineering implying apart from dislocation minimization
the control of their arrangement as homogeneous as
possible. In fact, a homogeneous dislocation distribution without any patterning along a crystal wafer or epitaxial layer would reduce the parameter variation and,
hence, the possibility of device failure. For instance, in
crystals for optical applications dislocation cell structures cause light scattering due to the characteristic
lattice orientation discontinuities between the cells. In
semiconductor wafers and epitaxial layers such patterns

1 General introductory remarks
∗

Dislocations are present in bulk crystals except of highquality silicon, germanium, few organic and dielectric
samples. Also epitaxial layers show this defect type due
to the lattice misfit and differing thermal expansion between growing layer and substrate. As it is well known
dislocations affect decisively the crystal and thin film parameters and, thus, the quality of devices made from.
Therefore, since the beginning of productive crystal
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1 Note, meanwhile during the growth of thin layers it may be possible to bend threading dislocation and enforce their lateral growing out. However, such measure leaves a marked density gradient
along the layer thickness being mostly responsible for new stress
generation.

Fig. 1 a - Scheme of the sub grain structure of melt-grown crystals after Tsivinsky
and Maslova published in CRT in 1980 [2], divided by the authors into 1. Macrosub-grains,
2. Microsubgrains, and 3. Minimum misorientation subgrains. b - current image of dislocation structures in mc-Si (curtesy from 2014 of
T. Ervik, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology).

produce mesocscopically inhomogeneous intrinsic and
extrinsic point defect distribution that vary the resistivity
and impede the electron transport. Dislocation bundles
prove to be very harmful heterogeneous regions which
markedly reduce the carrier lifetime and may produce
short-circuits.
The features of dislocation patterning in as-grown
crystals are well known since a long time. First images of electron microscopy during the fifties and sixties revealed the presence of characteristic cellular structures in metals, semiconductors and dielectrics very
obviously. Primarily, they were solely attributed to the
phenomenon of dynamic polygonization (DP) taking
place during the cooling process of as-grown single
crystals with stored thermomechanical stress. However, it soon became apparent that DP cannot be
the only possible formation process. In many dislocation arrays cell walls made of many tangled dislocations have been observed which contradict the typical DP grain boundaries consisting of well-aligned
single dislocation rows of identical Burgers vector.
Furthermore, often an overlay of more dislocation nets
varying by the cell scale is ascertained. In fact, in many
crystalline samples the low-angle grain structure with
well-pronounced sharp walls and larger cells up to
millimetres is underlain by a substructure with much
smaller, often not yet completed cells of some micrometre size. Whereas the first feature is formed by characteristic dislocation glide processes the second one
occurs due to the very stress-sensitive interaction dynamics between glide and climb. Such point-defectassisted formation of an array of misoriented cells takes
place at elevated temperature and is sometimes named
static polygonization (SP) somewhat confusing the really
proceeding vehement kinetics. In principle, this type of
cellular structures meets to a high degree the features of
dissipative structuring via irreversible thermodynamics.
By comparison, dislocation bundles are mainly clustered at concave shaped interface regions and by dis-

location pile-ups at grain boundaries. Very often they
are also nucleated at second-phase particles (inclusions)
within the crystal matrix. Parallel dislocation agglomerations can also start at crystal or wafer edges releasing
thermo-mechanical stress by dislocation glide down to
relatively low temperatures. Mostly they are nucleated as
half-loops at surface irregularities at the crystal or wafer
periphery.
In “Kristall und Technik (KT)”, the precursor of the
today “Crystal Research & Technology (CRT)”, the earliest papers referring to various dislocation arrays in
as-grown single crystals were published by Myshlyaev
[1] and Tsivinsky and Maslova [2] in 1979 and 1980,
respectively. The authors of ref. [2] classified all until
then related and own observations in three grain categories differing in size and misorientation, in particular, macrosubgrains, microsubgrains and minimum misorientation subgrains as sketched in figure 1a. A nearly
consistent newer image from a directionally solidified
multicrystalline (mc) silicon ingot is shown in figure 1b.
After Tsivinsky and Maslova the macrosubgrains are
formed by the process of poligonization. Minimum misorientation subgrains were correlated with dislocation
density and acting thermomechanical stress level. Microsubgrains were compared with dislocation linages,
a type of bunching. Unfortunately, the role of intrinsic point defects was not considered yet. In contrast,
at the same time Dashevsky and Eidenson [3] referred
to the important role of impurities which can markedly
contribute to the inhibition of cell structuring due to
increasing critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for dislocation mobility. Later, the highly interested situation
of correlation between grain boundaries and dislocation mobility in mc-Si ingots for photovoltaics was reported by Schmid et al. [4]. Finally, the author of the
present paper published a review on cellular structuring in growing crystals in 2005 [5]. As one can see during the whole of its first fifty years KT/CRT provided
an useful contribution towards clarifying of these quite
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Fig. 2 Grain structures. Left – randomly nucleated polycrystalline structure of mc-Si; middle – elongated grain structure due to morphologically instable interface in a mc-Si crystal; right – cellular structure in a CdTe crystal (adapted images from refs. [6, 7 and 5], respectively).
complex effects of dislocation dynamics (DD) in asgrown crystals.
It is important to differ between three totally different reasons of generation of grain structures during a
crystallization process (figure 2). Firstly, at random nucleation multicrystalline growth is induced that leads to
a well-pronounced grain growth with misorientation angles of some degrees [6]. Note, also at epitaxial lateral
overgrowth (ELOG) after the evenly spreaded nucleation
the coalesced areas show characteristic tilt angles which
are, however, much smaller in the region of some dozens
arc sec only, due to the well-oriented nucleation assisting template patterns. Then, in bulk crystals sometimes
an elongated grain structure parallel to the growth direction can be obtained [7]. Such feature is mostly caused by
a cellular-shaped melt-solid interface forced to morphological instability due to constitutional supercooling. The
tilt angle of such configuration can reach some arc minutes. Finally, stress-induced dislocation patterning with
tilt angles in the range from arc seconds to arc minutes
can be obtained [5]. Only this category is reviewed in
the present paper. Of course, there is an enormous number of publications on cellular structuring under mechanical load (rolling, bending, indention) belonging to
the branches of material science and metal physics from
which, however, the crystal grower can still learn much
more than before. A related fundamental compendium
was recently published by Kubin [8].

2 Selected phenomenological fundamentals
To understand the interaction forces between dislocations as essential prerequisite for dislocation pattern
formation the following background relations are comprehensively summarized (a more profound treatment
of DD is given by Amodeo and Ghoniem [9]). As it is well
known, the atoms in a crystal containing a dislocation
are displaced from their perfect lattice sites, and the
resulting distortion produces a stress field around the
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dislocation. Thus, each single dislocation is a source of
internal stress within the crystal contributing to its enthalpy outside of the thermodynamical equilibrium. The
created elastic energy of single screw (κ = 1) and edge
(κ = 1 - μ) dislocation is
E s = (Gb2 /4πκ) ln (R/ro )

(1)

with G - shear modulus, b - Burgers vector, μ - Poissson
ratio, R - crystal radius and ro - radius of dislocation core
 5b, the region where the displacement field around
the dislocation is not more accurately described by linear elasticity. Recently was shown by molecular dynamic
(MD) simulations that even in the center the maximum
local stress can reach values up to GPa [10]. Although the
exponential drop of Es outside the core a sufficiently significant long-range force on each another presented dislocation is still acting that depends on the mean dislocation distance λ = ρ −1/2 (ρ - dislocation density). Then
the total force on a given dislocation can be computed
by summing the individual long-range forces resulting
from all other dislocations as Peach-Koehler [11] relation. That means, within the crystal a reciprocal energetically driving force between all presented dislocations
take place aimed on common crystal enthalpy reduction. Indeed, the dislocations are subjected to a screening
effect reducing their single elastic energy with increasing dislocation density, i.e. decreasing distance between
them. Thus, an infinitesimal displacement of a given dislocation within a primary homogeneous dislocation arrangement towards another dislocation enhances its energetical screening and is, therefore, thermodynamically
favoured. This effect is additionally supported when external forces, such as thermo-mechanical stress, are attacking. Then the stress-induced Peach-Koehler force on
the dislocation is
F = b σ (r, θ )

(2)

with b - Burgers vector, σ (r,θ ) - acting stress in cylindrical coordinates. Projecting F onto a direction within the
www.crt-journal.org

glide plane becomes the glide force Fgl = Ffs with the
Schmidt factor fs = cosα cosβ where α and β are the angles between stress and normal to the glide plane and
stress direction, respectively. The resolved shear stress on
the gliding dislocation is then
τg = Fgl /b = σ (r, θ ) fs

(3)

Thus, the stored dislocations of a crystal under acting thermo-mechanical stress are subjected to glide
whose two-dimensionality is supplemented by threedimensional (3D) processes like point-defect assisted
climb and cross slip leading in ensemble to spatial structural patterning [5]. The velocities by glide vg and climb
vc are given by the relations
vg = vo (τeff )m exp (−E a /kT )

(4a)

vc = vo (τeff ) Nc exp (−E SD /kT )

(4b)

with vo - material constant, τ eff - effective shear stress
on dislocation, m - stress exponent, Ea -activation energy (Peierls barrier), k - Boltzmann constant, T - absolute temperature, Nc - climb exponent correlating with
point defect diffusivity, ESD - activation energy for given
point defect diffusion. If the stress falls below the friction
stress (Peierls barrier) the dislocation becomes immobilized but its elastic strain does still act on the other dislocations.
Important preconditions of difussion-assisied climb
and cross slip are elevated temperature and relative
high stacking fault energy, respectively. Even in semiconductor compounds with zinc blende structure containing characteristic partial dislocations (Shokley partials)
cross-slip can be restrained due to a large equilibrium
stacking fault distance between them being inversely related to the stacking fault energy γ SF as

only) [7]. This process contributes to high gain of energy
due to the destruction of energy-afflicted defects.
Dipole formation: two edge dislocations of opposite
Burgers vectors gliding past each other on parallel slip
planes tend to form stable dipole pairs reducing the elastic energy in dipole in comparison to the single dislocation energy. Their typical lengths are on the order
of tenths of microns. Only edge dislocations can form
dipoles since screw dislocations can easily annihilate by
cross-slip. Usually, dipoles do not move as a whole but
can change their configuration (angle between dislocations) in dependency on acting stress value [7]. At moderate friction stress below CRSS, i.e. at absence of dislocation multiplication, a stable configuration can be
reached by the formation of self-screening multipolar
clusters reflecting an island-like assembling of elementary dipols.
Wall formation: generally, dislocations of opposite
Burgers vectors tend to annihilate and the residual ones
of identical b accumulate in walls. Energetically, an array
of edge dislocations of the same sign is most stable when
the dislocations lie vertically above one another. The difference in energy, i.e. the gain, between single dislocations Es and total energy of dislocation in a network of
walls En is [12]:
Es − En =

1 Gb2
λw
ρ ln
4 π(1 − μ)
hn

(6)

with G - shear modulus and a - the lattice parameter.
On their way of stress-driven displacement the dislocations are confronted with the following nonlinear interactions supporting the energy yield and patterning
markedly.
Annihilation: the cancellation of two dislocations of
opposite Burgers vectors b which approach each other
along a given crystallographic plane. The critical distance
for annihilation of two screw dislocations has been estimated to be ycr  Gb / 2πτ g amounting in metals around
2 μm (note, the critical distance for edge dislocation annihilation has been found to be on the order of 1- 2 nm

with G - shear modulus, b - Burgers vector, μ - Poissson
ratio, ρ - dislocation density, hn - distance between dislocations in walls, λw - spacing between walls. A relation
of En / Es  0.25 can be obtained proving to be an essential contribution to the crystal enthalpy reduction. In
metal physics the dislocations stacked in such walls are
named geometrically necessary dislocations (GND). Such
process plays a decisional role at dynamical polygonization. Figure 3 shows the simulation result of Gulluoglou
et al. [13] when an initially random distribution of edge
dislocations on parallel slip planes relaxes under the influence of their mutual interactions.
Junction formation: if two dislocations of identical
Burgers vector approach each other they can lock together as Lomer-Cottrell barrier or form a jog intersection or intersect by passing each other. In result characteristic highly regular networks can be formed.
Dislocation multiplication: apart from cross slip
which splits the dislocation in basic and slipped
branches its multiplication can also taking place by
pinning at two obstacles and bowing out in between.
In result a annihilating loop is formed whereas the new
dislocation line between the obstacles is subjected to
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Fig. 3 Simulated relaxing wall patterning of edge dislocations.
a - random starting distribution; b - periodic patterning of sharp
walls with a distance to each other of 0.5 μm at which the elastic
interactions are truncated (adapted from ref. [13]).

the same procedure named Frank-Read mechanism.
Multiplication occurs when the acting shear stress τ
exceeds the ratio Gb/L (L - interobstacle spacing).
Dislocation pile-up: when the leading dislocation of a
migrating dislocation trail meets a barrier (grain boundary, inclusion, sessile dislocation cluster) and is stopped
by it the following dislocations pile-up, but do not combine due to the same sign. As the result an enormous
shear stress (up to GPa) is developing around the leading
dislocation responsible for possible generation of new
dislocations, dislocation bundles and sub-grain boundaries (cells) in order to minimize the dammed energy.
Dislocation bending: dislocations that meet crystal
surfaces such as propagating fluid-solid interfaces experience forces not encountered in the bulk [14]. The
dislocation is attracted towards a free surface where the
material is more compliant and the dislocation energy
is lower. Contrary, at rigid surface the dislocation is repelled. To treat this mathematically, the imaginary stress
field of the given dislocation type is added. Such an

image dislocation is a virtual dislocation situated outside
the material, which generates a stress field compensating at the free surface the stress field of the actual inner
dislocation. The image force has no effect, for symmetry
reasons, on the dislocations when they are perpendicular to a basal surface. On the other hand, they move their
lines in the basal plane when they become close enough
to an inclined facet (figure 4a) [15]. The observed dislocation alignment perpendicularly to a growing interface
plane has been also explained by the minimum-energy
theorem [16] whereupon the dislocation lines adopt a
direction l, for which its energy within any growth layer
is a minimum. For a growth layer of unit thickness d = 1,
this can be expressed as E/cos α = min, with E the elastic
(strain) energy per unit length of the dislocation line
and α the angle between l and normal to the surface
(figure 4b). Dislocation bending is of both unfavorable
and favorable effect. First, it leads to harmful dislocation
bunching in concave or reentrant angles of growing interface. Contrary to that it helps to grow out dislocations
at convex interfaces. A high practical relevance proves to
be in epitaxial processes. Adjusting an interim 3D growth
mode of multi-pyramidal interface morphology original
perpendicularly directed dislocation bend sideways
towards pyramidal facets and can laterally annihilate
and grow out (figure 4c) [17]. As a result the dislocation
density is decreased along the crystal thickness.
Dissipative structuring: Principally, dislocations are
metastable defects with high energy, their density cannot be drawn from equilibrium thermodynamics alone.
The thermomechanical work done during plastic flow
is mainly dissipated into heat and the rest is stored
in form of elastic dislocation energy. Strictly speaking,
such process is far from thermodynamic equilibrium and
promotes spontaneous forms of self-organization, i.e.
dissipative structures, such as periodic and cellular

Fig. 4 a - calculation of the normed image stresses σ /G (G - shear modulus) along the dislocation line near to the free surface in a semiinfinite fcc medium; b - illustration of the force dF exerted by the crystal surface upon a line segment dl of a straight dislocation line
emerging at the surface; c - sketched bowing of dislocations initially growing perpendicular through a mask window and then bended
at the facets of overgrowing pyramids (adapted from refs. [15–17], respectively).
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dislocation patterns [6]. Dislocation self-organization
processes can also lead to slip localization and various
non-uniform dislocation structures. Thus, formation of
structures is closely correlated with the general spatial
instability of dislocation distribution within the crystal
resulting from dislocation immobilities at obstacles or
as dipole configuration, for example, and their mutual
energetic correlation producing dislocation flux and its
fluctuation. The out-of-equilibrium situation induced to
model dislocation patterning as a synergetic pattern formation phenomenon, in analogy with spatial structuring
in many driven far-from-equilibrium systems (the principle of Glansdorff-Prigogine). The mathematical adaption to dislocation systems proves to be quite challenging and must be studied in the special literature (e.g. [6],
[18], [19]). Here is given the general concept only.
The temporal evolution of dislocation pattern via
elastic energy distribution within the crystal volume can
be derived by the time evolution of ρ via the dislocation
flux J
∂ρ/∂t = − ∇ J + f (ρ1 )

(7)

where J can be correlated to the gradient of average dislocation energy E /μ (μ - friction coefficient) [15] or
diffusivity Dρ m,i [20] and f(ρ m,i ) is the non-linear reaction term implying the local interactions between dislocations by considering mobile (m) and immobile (i)
dislocations. Setting the linear evolution equation for
the fluctuation of mobile and immobile dislocation density in Fourier space ρ m,i = ρ m,i o + ρ̃m,i (ρ m,i o - steadystate starting density) one looks for the case of instability of the starting homogeneous steady-state equation (7)
being equated with oscillatory temporal behavior leading to spatial pattering. As a result becomes the pattern
wavelength λ of dislocation density fluctuations showing
proportionality to the mean dislocation distance (i.e. via
density) of the starting density as λ  (ρ m,i o )−1/2 .
Dislocation density distribution - Nye tensor: as it was
shown in the former section a strictly homogeneous dislocation distribution proves to be a quasi ideal situation
that can be hardly realized due to its high energetical
instability. We showed many processes supporting the
reduction of elastic energy of a single dislocation in ensembles (e.g. dipoles, walls). However, markedly inhomogeneous dislocation configurations, e.g. bundles or
clusters, can create a new strain contribution. This is
of special importance in heteroepitaxial processes when
dislocations are bundled artificially by using masks with
periodical growth windows like at ELOG, for example. A
tensorial function integrating the stress over all dislocawww.crt-journal.org

tions within a finite volume element V is given by the Nye
tensor [21]
αi j =

1
V


bi t j ds

(8)

with b - Burgers vector, t - unit vector tangent to dislocation line l, ds - radian, and indices i, j - directions of b,l
respectively. According the conditions of compatibility 
× εxy = κst - αij with εxy - elastic stress tensor, κst - Stoney’s
bending curvature σ hl /hs 2 (σ - acting layer stress, hl,s layer and substrate thickness, respectively), even if εxy = 0
a tensile bending can still obtained because κ is then exclusively determined by the Nye tensor (κ  α ij ) which
is greater then zero when an inhomogeneous dislocation distribution takes place. Usually, a concave epitaxial
layer bending causes complications at subsequent technological steps and should be prevented as well as possible. But this seems to be the big challenge due to the typical DD inhomogeneities. Recently, Gorn et al. [22] simulated numerically the dislocation-induced stress in GaN
films showing grain structure and found that the maximal values of stress components sxx , syy , szz are rapidly
reducing with decreasing grain diameter d. Due to the
decreasing mean dislocation density with the epitaxial
layer thickness hl also a sensitive stress reduction along
hl was observed (see figure 10b).
To summarize the above collected DD processes in
short it is obvious that dislocations presented in growing crystals within characteristic thermal and stress fields
are subjected to collective patterning for two reasons,
i.e. i) minimization of the individual dislocation energy
by screening in ensemble and, thus, contributing to decrease of the crystal enthalpy, and ii) self-organization
of dissipative structures due to continuous entropy production via thermal, diffusive and stress fluxes being
typically for open systems out of thermodynamic equilibrium to which belongs, strictly speaking, each crystallization process.
Figure 5 summarizes important above listed DD processes having share at formation of dislocation patterning and bunching.

3 Experimental observations and counter
actions
3.1 Dislocation cells
Cell patterning is studied best in metals under an external load, but also in post-deformed elemental and
compound crystals. Today, there is a large number of
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Fig. 5 Listing of important effects of dislocation dynamics generated under the crystal growth ambience by considering thermodynamical equilibrium and non-equilibrium principles. As can be seen both the wealth and complexity of acting processes complicate
the finding out of clear hierarchical linkages reflecting the characteristic DD universalism. Note, the formation of regular dislocation
networks (cross-hatchings) due to lattice misfit during heteroepitaxial processes are here not considered.
Fig. 6 Selected images of etched wafers with
dislocation cell structures cut perpendicularly to the growth direction from various asgrown vertical gradient freeze (VGF) crystals.
a - GaAs (courtesy of Freiberger CM from
2006), b - mc-Si (courtesy of G. Stokkan from
2012), c - Cd0.96 Zn0.04 Te, d - CaF2 (c,d: author’s
collection).

papers dealing with, especially in the field of metal
physics and mechanics (e.g. [6, 23]). Dislocation cells
are also found in as-grown crystals, such as III-Vs,
II-VIs, SiC, metals, dielectrics and mulicrystalline silicon ingots, independently which growth method was
applied [5]. Figure 6 shows selected etched wafers cut
from varous vertical gradient freeze (VGF) crystals.
However, there is not yet a detailed knowledge about
the proceeding DD within a growing crystal even at high
temperatures. In all probability, cellular substructures
are due to the acting internal thermomechanical stress
field.
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It can be assumed that 3D cell formation takes
place immediately behind the propagating fluid-solid
interface where the plastic relaxation by dislocation multiplication and the highest point defect diffusivity are
obtained. For instance, there are well-confirmed in-situ
analysis on crystallizing and remelting Al foils by Grange
et al. [24] which observed by real-time synchrotron
X-ray topography that the cellular dislocation structure
appears due to the thermally induced strain within the
region already some millimetres behind the melt-solid
phase boundary. Jakobson et al. [25] confirmed such
fast dynamics by in-situ X-ray reflection analysis on

www.crt-journal.org

Fig. 7 Etch pit density (EPD) measurements of the cell diameter d
on (100)-oriented wafers along crystallographic directions <100>,
<210> and <111> vs. dislocation spacing EPD−1/2  ρ −1/2 (ρ mean dislocation density) compiled from different GaAs crystals
grown by liquid encapsulation Czochralski (LEC), vapour pressure
controlled Czochralski (VCz) and VGF methods. The values 200 <
d < 600 μm and 500 < d < 1200 μm belong to LEC/VCz and VGF,
respectively.

terned dislocations. The result fits quite well Holt’s scaling relations in deformed metals [29]. At dislocation densities below 5×103 cm–2 , however, the cells begin to
dissociate.
Then, the relation between cell dimension and
acting stress was investigated. In the case of growing
crystals such analysis is more difficult due to the still
impracticality of in situ measurement of the acting
thermomechanical stress. Considering that the subgrain
generation is initiated shortly after the onset of plastic
deformation it can be assumed that the frontal elastic
strain acting immediately after the propagating phase
boundary can be assumed to be the driving force. This
stress value is today readily calculable by global numeric
modelling [30]. Therefore, we used the calculated frontal
thermoelastic shear stresses of growth situations being
identical with the real growth positions of each crystal
from which the cell size measurements were taken. The
data were inserted into the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf relation

d = K G b τ −1

(10)

with the factor of proportionality K  10. Note the value
ρ –1/2 equates to the mean distance between not yet pat-

with G the shear modulus of Young, b the Burgers vector and τ the acting shear stress. The correlation between cell diameter d and τ –1 in the form of relation
(10) shows figure 8. For comparison, the results from deformed GaAs, InP, metals as well as the slopes for NaCl
and LiF are included [31]. As can be seen, for cell sizes
smaller than 700 μm and calculated stresses larger than
about 1 MPa the functional slope is similar to those of deformed materials. Independent of the growth conditions,
it was found that d is inversely proportional to τ –1 . Obviously, in this region dislocation glide is the prevailing
driving force for cell formation, due to the fact that the
stress is larger than the critical resolved shear stress. In
the case of larger cell dimensions, e.g. in VGF GaAs with
dimensions of some mm within the centre (figure 6a),
the d(τ ) trend changes, showing smaller slope than -1. In
these regions a resolved shear stress τ < 1 MPa was calculated. One can suppose that for such very low thermomechanical stress, even below the critical resolved shear
stress (GaAs: τ CRSS  0.5 MPa), glide-driven plastic relaxation can no longer be the prevailing driving force for
cell formation. Other cell structuring mechanisms must
become dominant, like point-defect-controlled diffusive
creep. No matter what kind of cell formation mechanism
is taking place in detail the deeper-lying cause seems
to be the self-organizing dissipative structuring within
the acting thermal and stress flows as it was discussed
in ch. 2.
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deforming Cu crystals. The observation strongly indicated that the subgrain formation is initiated shortly
after onset of plastic deformation. This result is of high
importance for understanding the cell genesis in growing crystals whereupon the cell pattern in the cooled
crystal can be assumed to be identical with the structure formed under high temperatures and is, therefore,
generated by the initially acting thermo-elastic stress in
synergy with point defect dynamics.
A systematic analysis of the origins and genesis of cell
formation during the growth of single-crystalline semiconductor compounds, especially GaAs, was provided by
the author and his former team [26–28]. First, the relation
between the stored dislocation density ρ and the cell size
(diameter) d has been determined. To deduce the 3D cell
diameters from the 2D etch pit images, obtained on cut
wafers, a stereological analysing method was used as described in ref. [28]. Figure 7 shows this correlation taken
from experimental data. For GaAs samples with EPD 
104 cm–2 the mean cell diameter d correlates with dislocation density ρ as
d ≈ K ρ −1/2

(9)
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Fig. 8 Measured dislocation cell size d vs.
calculated normalized resolved shear stress
τ /Gb along the [110] direction of as-grown
6-inch VCz GaAs wafers in comparison with
the data of post-deformed GaAs, InP and
some metals. The slopes for some postdeformed NaCl and LiF are added (adapted
from ref. [5]).

Finally, one can correlate the dislocation density with
the acting stress via the Taylor relation
τ = K G b ρ 1/2

(11)

Note, there is a long-term matter of debate about the
correlation factor. Poirier [31] summarized that K has a
value of about 10 for metals and 25 to 80 for ionic and
oxide crystals. Recently Kubin pointed out that in metals
the stress and cell size values should follow the similitude
relation with a coefficient of K  7 [8]. Concerning the author’s analysis K ranges between 10 and 23 for semiconductor compound crystals (see figure 8).
Due to these “relations of similitude” (9) - (11) the
crystal grower has a very good tool to correlate the measurable dislocation densities and cell sizes with the acting thermo-mechanical stress. For instance, in semiconductor materials a cell diameter of  100 μm requires a
stress of about 1 MPa (see figure 8). Values of about 10
MPa are responsible for a cell diameter around 10 μm independently of which material is growing.
Usually, dislocation substructures impair the crystal
quality. They cause refraction inhomogeneities in optical crystals. Across semi-insulating GaAs wafers, important for production of low-noise high-frequency devices,
a mesoscopic resistivity variation does occur due to the
accumulation of AsGa antisite defects (EL2) within the
cell walls. Subgrain boundaries impede also the electron
transport in CdTe radiation detectors. Hence, the crystal grower is usually strived to find out proper measures
to prevent dislocation patterning being, however, a great
challenge. Hardly it is possible to overcome the universal
principle of dissipative structuring as it was introduced
in ch. 2.
Of course, substructuring can be damped first of all by
adherence of the lowest possible thermomechanical stress
during growth. Then, solution hardening proves to be an
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effective measure to reduce the dislocation mobility. For
instance, no cells were found in CdTe and PbTe crystals
when mixing components Se (x > 0.4) and Sn (x > 0.15)
were added, respectively [5]. However, there is the wellknown drawback of segregation when dopants are added
to the melt. Further appears the danger of morphological
interface instability by constitutional supercooling and,
thus, low growth rates or high temperature gradients are
required for its prevention.
Another possible way to prevent cell patterning is
the minimization of the intrinsic point defect content
by in-situ control of stoichiometry during growth. The
stoichiometry is regulated by the partial pressure of
the volatile component over the melt applying an extra heated source within the growth chamber (e.g. As or
P at melt growth of GaAs or InP, respectively). The author’s former team demonstrated by using a vapor pressure controlled Czochralski arrangement without boric
oxide encapsulant that the cellular structure dissolves
when the GaAs crystal is growing from proper controlled
Ga-rich melt composition [32]. At near-stoichiometric
growth the native point defect concentration and, thus,
their contribution to the cell formation by climb (see ch.
2) is minimized. Bako et al. [33] confirmed this result theoretically by numeric calculations of cell patterning in
a hexagonal lattice model with and without consideration of climb. In fact, if the dislocation climb is negligible compared to glide the dislocation configuration remains nearly random. When, however, dislocation climb
is ‘‘turned on’’ a cell-like dislocation structure has been
developed.

3.2 Sharp pronounced low-angle grain boundaries
Often the cell structure is superimposed by a low-angle
grain structure consisting of much larger grain size with
www.crt-journal.org
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Fig. 9 Combined appearance of cell structure and superimposing low-angle grain structure consisting of much larger grain size with
sharp and mostly straight aligned wall sections. a - mc-Si (adapted from ref. [34]; lines running through the image in various directions
are surface scratches from the polishing procedure); b - at 843 K deformed NaCl single crystal (adapted from ref. [35]); c - vertical Bridgmangrown CdTe single crystal (author’s collection).
sharp and mostly straight aligned wall sections. Here
the dislocations of similar Burgers vector are arranged
in single rows. Images showing such characteristic situation in mc-Si [34], deformed NaCl single crystals [35]
and Bridgman-grown CdTe (figure 9). It is noteworthy
that the origins and building mechanisms of both structures are somewhat differing. While the cellular patterns
discussed in ch. 3.1 are priority based on the principle
of dissipative structuring requiring glide and climb the
sharp well-pronounced grain structure is formed by DP a typical process of enthalpy minimization as it was discussed in detail in ch. 2. DP reduces the elastic deformation of the lattice planes by their splitting in similar
oriented grains via movement of the stored dislocations
into grain boundaries and their simultaneous annihilation. The determining mechanism is glide which can take
place down to relative low temperatures. Thus, although
both processes of pattern formation can start together at
high temperatures only DP is still running down to moderate temperatures such as in solution and vapour bulk
growth as well as epitaxial processes. To reduce the danger of polygonization and related low-angle grain structuring a strong homogenization of the temperature field
within the cooling crystal is required. From technological point of view that means that the acting temperature
gradients must be linearized as well as possible [36].
Note, there is also a totally different origin of formation of low-angle grain boundaries, which are not so easy
to differentiate from DP in as-grown crystals. In case
of morphological instabilities of the propagating meltsolid crystallization fronts caused by constitutional supercooling, characteristic cellular-shaped interfaces appear (middle figure 2). They produce columnar grain
boundary patterns similar to polygonized cell structuring, because the growing-in dislocations are assembled
by their line bending toward the concave cusps (i.e.,
along the column boundaries). This has been very clearly
observed by real-time synchrotron X-ray topography on
Al-0.73 wt% Cu alloy [37]. To prevent such type of strucwww.crt-journal.org

turing an optimum ratio between growth rate and temperature gradient at the interface must be maintained as
has been described in many textbooks of crystal growth
(e.g. ref. [38]).
It is important to note a further grain formation
mechanism which is observed at epitaxial processes
when after the nucleation a 3D (e.g. columnar or pyramidal) growth mode with subsequent coalescence takes
place. For instance, at vapor growth of GaN layers on
foreign substrates the coarsening of primarily nucleated
GaN islands generates a low-angle grain structure that
develops marked tensile stress as was explained by Nix
and Clemens [39] (figure 10a). Due to the elastic displacement between the islands a biaxial strain is formed
enhancing the bowing and even cracking of the growing layer. As was recently shown by Gorn et al. [22] in
GaN films the dislocation-induced stress increases with
increasing grain dimension (figure 10b). In ref. [39] was
mentioned that high-mobility ad-atoms can help to relax such stress by their diffusion into the gaps between
grains. However, a rapid lateral overgrowth mode would
to be of more efficiency. Generally, such detailed studies
of interplay between dislocation arrays and the related
induced stress is an essential actual problem to obtain
high-quality heteroepitaxial layers on various substrates.

3.3 Dislocation bunching
The clustering (bunching) of dislocations is a well-known
harmful defect mode in as-grown and loaded crystals
being a long-term subject of investigation. Such phenomenon is not only typical in dislocation containing
semiconductor crystals, such as mc-Si, III-Vs and II-VIs,
but also in metals, alloys and dielectrics. They are most
intensively studied on metals under load having high dislocation densities. Usually, they are related to acting mechanical and thermomechanical stresses. However, they
also correlate with polycrystallinity, i.e. the presence of
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Fig. 10 Stress situations at epitaxial processes within the growing layers with grain boundary structure. a - sketch of a film after coalescence starting from regularly arranged nuclei with h the film height and d the grain diameter. At a certain gap between adjacent islands
tensile stress components and an total elastic stress σ , associated with forming a continuous film, is obtained (adapted from ref. [39]);
b - dependencies of the standard deviations from diagonal stress components sxx , syy , szz on the average grain size d in GaN films (adapted
from ref. [22]).

Fig. 11 Dislocation bunching. a - longitudinal 40 mm long plate cut from the center of a Czochralski salol crystal showing the dislocation
bunching at concave melt-solid interface (adapted from ref. [16]); b - 4-inch GaAs Czochralski crystal grown with convex-concave meltsolid interface (author’s collection); c - plate cut from a mc-Si ingot parallel to the crystallization direction (image by U. Juda from IKZ
Berlin).
large-angle grain boundaries. Further, dislocation clustering can appear even in crystals with low defect density, especially, in case when foreign phase inclusions are
presented. Dislocation bundles are also formed during
crystallization if concave-convex and morphological instable melt-solid interfaces are presented (figure 11a, b).
In sum, their appearance and origins are versatile and
often of stochastic character making their prevention
difficult.
For instance, in mc-Si ingots for photovoltaics (PV),
crystallized by directional solidification (DS), dislocation
clustering is a hotly debated object due to its continuous
presence and harmfulness. About 10% of the surface area
of commercially available mc-wafers are covered with
such clusters of diameters between 0.1 and 1.0 mm containing dislocation densities of 106 - 108 cm2 [40]. They
degrade the minority carrier life and, hence, the solar cell
efficiency by more than 3 - 4 percentage points [41]. Once
they are formed mostly they follow the propagating so-
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lidification interface through the whole crystal remembering veins (figure 11c). Due to their gettering ability for
highly diffusive metallic impurities the shorting of p-njunctions is most likely. Therefore, their avoidance in solar cells is of highest priority.
Principally, one has to differ between i) hetero- or ii)
homogeneously generated types of clustering. Type i)
is formed around inclusions and is accompanied by a
characteristic core of second phase. Contrary to that type
ii) consists of a high number of pure tangled dislocations
only [26, 42]. Today, the genesis of type i) defects is
well understood from many melt and solution growth
experiments [43]. Especially, during the solidification of
compounds without stoichiometry control the excess
component is incorporated as small liquid inclusions
mostly generating marked misfit stress during solidification at their boundary to the matrix. As a result, a halo of
high dislocation density is formed around the inclusion
as it has been ascertained in many different crystals
www.crt-journal.org

Fig. 12 Left - etch pits rosette surrounding
a Te inclusion in Bridgman-grown (Cd,Zn)Te
crystals (adapted from ref. [45]); right - dislocation clustering around Ga inclusions in a
GaAs LEC crystal. The insert shows a magnified image (author’s collection).

[44, 45] (figure 12a). For instance, Yadava [46] attributes
the dislocation bundling around Te inclusions in CdTe
crystals to the Greenwood–Foreman–Rimmer mechanism after what an interstitial dislocation loop punching
takes place. The often observed star-like dislocation
arrangement around the inclusion refers to such mechnisms. Due to the travelling solvent mechanisms the
included micro droplets penetrate against the acting
temperature gradient by releasing a trail with misfit
dislocations (figure 12b).
Further, second-phase inclusions can also appear
when in front of the growing interface an segregationdriven diffusion boundary layer is formed. If the therein
enriched impurity concentration exceeds the solubility
limit micro particles are nucleated and very likely incorporated [47]. Based on the theoretical treatment of
Chernov and Tjemkin [48] first Fedorov [49] verficated
experimentally that Ni micro-particles in salol are repulsed when the growth velocity is chosen undercritically. Friedrich et al. [50] studied the interaction of SiC
particles with the moving solid-liquid interface during
directional solidification of silicon. Even at growth velocities of 1 - 2 mm h−1 , being also typical for vertical
gradient freezing (VGF) of various materials, foreign particles with diameters up to about 10 μm are incorporated. It was shown that the melt convection might cause
a lift force which would push the particles away from
the solid-liquid interface. Therefore, an prober mixing of
the mother phase, e.g. by accelerated crucible rotation
technique (ACRT) [51] or traveling magnetic fields (TMF)
[52], proves to be very effective measure to minimize the
second phase particle engulfment probability and, thus,
one of the possible initiators of dislocation bunching.
Recently a profound modelling review on the physical
mechanisms determining the pushing or engulfment of a
solid particle at a moving solid-liquid interface was published by Tao et al. [53].
Type ii) bunching is very often observed when concave fluid-solid interfaces [54] or crystallization fronts
with regions of re-entrant angles (due to cellular morphology [37]) are acting during growth. The characteris-

tic build-up at the concave-to-convex transition region
has obviously to do with collision of dislocation glides
along the basic glide system (figure 11b). Once they are
formed they follow the propagating interface through
the whole crystal (see figure 11a). Even a multi-grain interface, typical for crystallization of mc-Si ingots, consists of re-entrant corners (nooks) even between misoriented grains. In fact, the majority of the dislocations
found in mc-Si are nucleated at grain boundaries close to
the solid-liquid interface [40]. Even constitutional supercooling can generate cellular interface morphology with
alternating vales. As was shown in ch. 2 the preferred
dislocation propagation directions are mostly normal to
the growing interface. Thus, at concave regions the dislocation lines are bended into the vale center forming
here strung-out bundled veins which follow the crystallization front. Generally, it is proved experimentally by
monocrystalline growth that bunching is reduced with
flat-to-slightly-convex interface design without any concave parts.
When large-angle grain boundaries are presented
dislocation pile-up can be obtained as has been listed
in ch. 2. If a series of dislocations with the same Burgers
vector all lying in the same slip plane meet such a hard
obstacle like grain boundary mostly the dislocations pileup behind the leading dislocation. A large long-range
stress is produced at the head of the pile-up increasing
with involved dislocation number. It can cause dislocation multiplication by cross slip of screw dislocations
held up at obstacles such as precipitates and forming
thus a dislocation gnarl. For instance, a near screw
aggregation was ascertained at the grain boundary in
mechanically loaded titanium [55]. The high-resolution
electron backscatter diffraction revealed a maximum
stress at the leading dislocation of 500 MPa much more
than would demand for dislocation multiplication. Quite
similar effect has been observed in mc-Si ingots [40, 56].
Another concept couples dislocation bunching in
cyclically stressed metals with oscillating strain [57]
leading to the question: could convective fluctuations
play a similar affecting role at crystal growth? Further
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studies are necessary to clarify this question. It is noteworthy that thermal, elastical and structural parameter
fluctuations can play a crucial role. As was recently summarized by Kubin [8], the plastic flow is not uniform at a
fine scale. The inhomogeneous release of elastic energy
gives rise to the emission of acoustic waves (avalanches)
interplaying with stored sessile dislocations and micro
obstacles (e.g. precipitates). As a result in the course of
cooling down sporadic clouded dislocation patterns are
frozen up.
Thus, until today the complete elimination of type
ii) dislocation clustering proves to be a particular challenge. Besides the careful prevention of constitutional
supercooling, concave regions at the growing interface,
grain boundaries and all kinds of obstacles within the
crystal matrix the minimization and homogenization
of the dislocation density are substantial counter methods. Note, from such point of view epitaxial processes
using structured substrates with stripe masks or micro
trench profile, being very helpful to minimize the misfit
stress between GaN layers and sapphire, for example,
prove to be quite problematically due to the artificially
patterned dislocation bundling aligned parallel to the
growth direction. For that it is helpful to change the
growth mechanism towards a lateral overgrowth mode.
For instance, high-quality heteroepitaxial GaN crystals
can be obtained by facet controlled epitaxial lateral
overgrowth (FACELO) [58]. Increasingly is also tested
the two-step growth mechanism. After a first 3D island,
preferably pyramidal growth mode that promotes the
dislocation bending (see ch. 2), follows a 2D step-by-step
overgrowth mechanism supporting the lateral growing
out of dislocations [59]. However, as has been noted by
Semond [60] such mode transition is still not problemfree because during the 3D growth the incorporation of
impurities (e.g. oxygen) is enhanced.

3.4 Bundled dislocation glides
At the end of nineties the appearance of bundled dislocation glides during standard epitaxial MBE processes of
(In,Ga)As layers on GaAs wafers exited the minds. Pseudo
symmetric, four-fold set bundles of dislocations which
start at the sample edges and glide into the bulk of the
wafer following <110> glide line directions are formed
at epitaxy temperatures around 600 °C (figure 13). The
individual dislocations in the bundles are threading up
through the epilayers impairing the devices made from.
The X-ray transmission analysis showed that this phenomenon has nothing to do with lattice misfit but solely
with thermal treatment induced plastic deformation
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Fig. 13 X-ray transmission topogram [(2̄02̄) reflection] of an epitaxial structure consisting of a basic VGF 2-inch (100)-oriented GaAs
wafer, GaAs buffer layer, In0.06 Ga0.94 As epilayer and GaAs capping
layer growing by MBE at 600 °C (buffer layer) and 520 °C (epilayer).
Parallel arranged dislocation bundles, starting at the sample edges
and gliding along the <110> directions, are generated by plastic
deformation in an inhomogeneous temperature field during epitaxy [61] (with permission of Wiley & Sons Ltd.).

[61]. Even temperature inhomogeneities across the area
of the substrate holder are responsible for the formation
of such slip lines [62, 63]. It is assumed that the nucleation of majority-type dislocation bundles took place as
half-loops at surface irregularities at the wafer edge. After nucleation, the half-loops could have expanded by
glide processes. Brochard et al. [64] showed that dislocation partials can appear from surface ripple troughs. Junqua and Grilhe [65] favor the nucleation of dislocations at
surface steps that requires less energy than from a plane
surface. Thus, it is of high technological importance to
ensure an absolute temperature homogeneity across the
substrate area during the whole epitaxy process.
In general, the deepening of the detailed knowledge
on dislocation nucleation at crystal surfaces during each
crystal growth process is recommended. For instance,
a critical moment could be raised at growth of cylindrical bulk crystals showing often on their surface but
also across a convex crystallization front microfacets
forming fissured boundaries between them and atomically rough regions that may promote dislocation generation. To prevent such feature both the minimization
of the dislocation-promoting thermo-mechanical stress
and interface leveling are essential counter measures.
www.crt-journal.org

4 Conclusions
The most complicate structures of dislocation dynamics in as-grown crystals and epitaxial layers have been
reviewed – dislocation patterning and bunching. First,
phenomenologically the fundamentals of dislocation interactions have been outlined leading to various kinds
of structuring. Both, thermodynamic equilibrium principles of enthalpy minimization and non-equilibrium dissipative structuring via irreversible thermodynamics are
responsible for. Whereas dislocation screening, annihilation, dipole formation, dynamic polygonization and
clustering are typical energy reducing processes the dislocation cell structuring can be assigned for the most
part to the acting conditions of thermodynamical nonequilibrium such as permanent flows of heat, mass and
stress being strictly speaking presented in each crystal
growth process. Then, selected practical evidences of dislocation patterning and bunching in bulk and epitaxial crystals were reviewed. Various experimental counter
measures, such as minimization of thermo-mechanical
stress, leveling of the crystallization boundary, solution
hardening, effective fluid mixing, stoichiometry control
and lateral overgrowth at epitaxy have been shown. At
the present, some features of dislocation dynamics are
still not yet clarified in crystal growth processes. To solve
this problem first of all a more intense bridge between
crystal growers and metal physicists dealing with dislocation patterning in solids is highly recommended. Finally,
more fundamental in situ experiments, such as hightemperature real-time synchrotron X-ray topography on
elastically deformed crystallizing pieces, and application
of advanced numeric modeling codes are necessary.
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